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Introduction 
At the very end of Nacer Khemir’s Wanderers in the Desert, a blustering 
government officer complains loudly to a clerk about the citizens of the remote 
village he is leaving.  He has found them irrational, their poetry-laced speech 
ambiguous.  “I’m going back to civilization,” he shouts.  “I’m fed up with riddles!”  
The clerk replies, “Take it from me:  The only riddle is that of time.”   
This paper began with my initial contemplation of this enigmatic line.  Why 
would time be a riddle?  For all the standardized measurement of time in the modern 
world, time is perceived differently across cultures and epochs.  Gaps in perspective 
affecting contemporary relations between “Muslim” and “Western” societies1 are 
rooted in perceptions of time and history.  Difficulties in mutual understanding 
often seem to hinge in part on how humans interpret time, and time itself is a core 
concern of long standing within Muslim discourse.   
In the following lines, after a brief introduction to theoretical questions, I 
explore how film-makers have contributed to critical interpretation of time in its 
relation to Muslim historical consciousness.  The two films I discuss are Nacer 
Khemir’s Wanderers in the Desert (Tunisia, 1984) and Muhammad Rasoulof’s Iron 
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 Time and the Realist Illusion 
Modern rationalism proclaims a single standard for what constitutes an objective 
representation of time.  Clock time conveys what is “realistic” to us.  Yet 
storytelling, music, poetry and cinema are all created through alterations, 
distortions or enhancements of time.  A film can condense many years into a few 
minutes, or expand one second into an hour.  Its very nature allows freedom to play 
with time and its “realist” constraints, and thus it has the capacity to convey 
otherwise unexplainable meaning across cultural and psychological boundaries.  
Film invites the possibility of windows into other experiences of time.  In the words 
of Andrei Tarkovsky, “what a person normally goes to the cinema for is time:  for 
time lost or spent or not yet had.  He goes there for living experience.”3   
Robert Rosenstone has argued that “film is history as vision”.4  In his view, 
film provides a crucial alternative to written history, which, 
especially in the last two centuries, has created an increasingly 
linear, scientific world on the page.  Film changes the rules of the 
historical game, insisting on its own sort of truths, truths which arise 
from a visual and aural realm that is difficult to capture adequately 
in words.5  
 
Modern standards of realism are tightly bound to the linear rationalism of 
written history.  I would argue that much orthodoxy (whether religious or other) 
depends on an unexamined ideological framing of reality.  It tends to marginalize 
non-rational kinds of intelligence.6  As such it limits the intellect from its full range 
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 and capacity.7 The assumption of linear time is especially problematic if we 
recognize the diverse kinds of time represented in Islamic sources.8 
Films become intellectually powerful to the extent that rather than claiming 
to objectively recreate the “facts” of the past, they, in Rosenstone’s words, 
point to it and play with it, raising questions about the very evidence 
on which our knowledge of the past depends, creatively interacting 
with its traces.9 
 
Creative elements of film allow a view outside the bounds of rationality.  
As William Guynn argues, the ability to rationally control language is only partial 
“and it is by means of the uncontrollable image that truth inadvertently speaks to 
the historian.”10   From this point of view, original historical interpretation requires 
the imaginative freedom to depart from realist norms.11  
Realism in history is linked to a reliance on written text, and the assumption 
that it provides an unambiguous access to truth.  Likewise, as Viola Shafik points 
out, classical realism in film is rooted in the discourse of an  
all-knowing narrator, who does not admit his subjectivity at any 
point in the text.  This discourse produces realist illusion by denying 
itself as an utterance12  
 
When non-realist elements are introduced this spell can be broken, allowing the 
audience to move into a more thoughtful and interpretive stance.13  The surrealist 
movement, in its responses to the absurd carnage of World War I, sought new vision 
by breaking the linear habits of perceiving time, creating films, poetry and visual 
art that promoted disorientation in the audience.14   The contemporary Arab poet 
3
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 Adonis describes a continuum between surrealism and Sufism, the inner tradition 
of gnosis in Islam.15   
 
Film in the Muslim World 
Cinema entered the Muslim world in the era of colonialism and postcolonialism.  
Film technology arrived along with other signs of European advancement and 
dominance.  Yet it also provided continuity with elements of Islamic art that have 
not often been duly recognized across the east-west divide. 
Film emerged at a time when other forms of art in the Muslim world had 
diminished.  Reasons for this decline include a.) the end of artistic patronage (as 
Muslim governments diverted resources in a race to “catch up” with the West),  and 
b.) puritanical Sunni reform movements by whose standards many forms of art were 
seen as “superfluous at best and sinful at worst”16, that is, “un-Islamic”.   
The suppression or diminishment of oral and artistic culture is arguably 
essential to internal conflicts within and around the Muslim world.  Indigenous art 
forms, such as shadow play, were first suppressed internally as bid’a (potentially 
heretical “innovation”) by some Muslim reformers.  Then they were repressed by 
European colonial powers.17  When film emerged within Muslim societies, it was 
considered by some Muslims to be a product of hegemonic colonial interests.   
4
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 Under certain circumstances, Sufi cultural heritage became activated in the 
post-colonial era and in response to the failure of political Islam to create a society 
that reflected the spectrum of Muslim perspectives and values.  Sufism is in fact 
essential to traditions of Islamic art that have influenced these films, as well as to 
the “healing fiction”18 they potentially create as works of beauty. In these films, 
what I call the barzakhi or imaginal departures from realism are key to their 
historical meanings.  In Arabic, the word barzakh means “something that stands 
between and separates two other things, yet combines the attributes of both.”19  A 
barzakh is a middle ground that both joins together two (often opposite) things and 
separates them.  Ambiguity is a feature of the barzakh between the seen and the 
unseen, the known and the unknown.  The barzakhi nature of expressions allows 
the audience to take them on more than one level.20   
 
The Village in Film 
The setting of a film is one of the primary means of establishing its relationship to 
time and the past.  Since “history” is seen in many eyes as a unilinear story of 
“progress” told through cities, conquests, literacy, and “great men”, it often does 
not focus on what happens in villages.  Yet a look at films made in majority Muslim 
societies reveals a plethora of village settings. 21 
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 The image of the village is a sensitive one with many historical associations.  
It has been employed in a variety of strategies.22  Gönül Dönmez-Colin has written 
about what she calls “village films.”   
Their exotic qualities seem to appeal to Western audiences and 
hence attract foreign finance.  Some of these films are, no doubt, of 
exceptional quality, whereas others try to bank on a tried-and-tested 
formula and do not go further than reinforcing Orientalist thinking 
that assumes the East as the ‘other’ of the West, an ‘othering’ that 
underpins stereotypes and reduces whole cultures to one 
dimension…Naturally, the historical and social ambiguity of 
‘village films’ that position their narrative outside history and 
outside time allow them to fall more easily within the abstraction of 
humanism implying that humanity is the same everywhere, which is 
an attractive notion in an age of globalization. 23  
 
Dönmez-Colin is undoubtedly correct in suggesting that the village may 
attract orientalist projections in Western viewers, and her observation that it draws 
Western crowds seems accurate.  I agree that there is often an element of 
anachronism and abstraction associated with the village as a symbol in films from 
the Muslim world.  It is also likely that at some level, films portraying village life 
do get their own unstated category in the global marketplace, raising the possibility 
of genre formulae and clichés.  
However, far from romanticizing it, the films I want to discuss problematize 
the village, particularly in relation to history and precisely through their surreal, 
rather than realistic, elements.   
Do urban settings lend themselves to a more realist and “historical” 
presentation?  Certainly the city, such as the Cairo of The Yacoubian Building, the 
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 Tehran of A Separation or the Istanbul of Distant, inhabits a particular historical 
time that has its own character and cannot be generalized.  The village, however, 
presents a world that, from the outsider’s point of view, may seem outside of 
history.  (This is as true of for example the small towns featured in Nebraska as it 
is for the films discussed here.)  The general audience cannot be assumed to 
differentiate in real terms between the history of one village versus another.  The 
particular history of a village seemingly cannot enter the story in a realistic fashion.   
Are these films indigenous visual poetry or globalized fantasies for an 
outside audience?  Dönmez-Colin claims with good reason that when films detach 
from the particulars of historical realism they embrace abstractions and fail to 
problematize the historical dimensions of the world.  It follows that any notion that 
“humanity is the same everywhere” is potentially a ploy to cover up historical 
reality.  Popular anachronistic settings thus may encourage audiences to turn a blind 
eye to exploitation that is inherent in economic globalization.  Accordingly, a 
“village film” both projects and invites an essentializing, idyllic gaze that is counter 
to historical reality.   
The two films I explore here, however, do the opposite.  It is precisely their 
ambiguous and unreal elements that provoke critical thought into the complexities 
of “real” history.  The imaginal departures from realism are key to the historical 
meanings in these films, and they are consistent with distinctive elements in 
traditions of Islamic art.  Thus they offer an indigenous historical critique.   
7
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 If we consider the un-realistic elements in the settings of these films, it is 
clear that in spite of their great differences in style, narrative, and the cultural 
background of their directors24, they are constellated around similar archetypal 
elements:  the place of the individual in a lost village (as an image of larger society), 
the nature of its lostness, and village’s relation to time and authority.   
Khemir and Rasoulof have each created images of a village that exists 
nowhere, and simultaneously everywhere, full of people who bear a tragic relation 
to history.  Their lives are circumscribed by their isolation and the impossibility of 
reconnecting with the larger world. 
The films create unique meeting places between history and imagination.  
Each setting is characterized by isolation and remoteness, with a population 
inhabiting a ruined environment. One village is lost in an ocean of sand, the other 
in a desert-like sea.  In each case, the villagers are separated from the larger, 
interconnected world—by their poverty, the erosion of their cultural traditions, and 
in some cases by those who purport to govern them.  This disconnect is shown 
through visual shards of the past, or the inaccessible present.  Each village contains 
remnants of a lost world, or rather, a lost connection to the larger world.  The people 
live in the shell of what was once a prosperous environment. 
  
8
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 Khemir’s Lost Village 
Wanderers in the Desert begins as the young Abd as-Salam arrives by bus in a 
remote area to start his job as the government-appointed teacher.  As the bus passes 
vehicles half buried in sand, the driver adamantly denies that any village exists in 
the area.   Yet Abd as-Salam persists and encounters a strange community dressed 
in the colorful turbans and robes of a pre-modern past.25  They dwell in what seems 
a ghost town of crumbling walls and sand-filled streets that echo a happier time.  
The village headman, referred to as the shaykh, welcomes the teacher with words 
evoking a sense of loss. 
Here’s the village… or what’s left of it.  They say everything that 
you see over there used to be green.  An oasis!  A jewel of the desert.  
It had almond, fig and pomegranate, medlar and date trees… We 
live in a very remote and forgotten place. 
 
The villagers seem to have no conception of the “country” or nation in any 
modern sense, only their sense of a geography of the past.  They speak wistfully of 
“the garden”, the legendary city of Cordoba, the mythic journeys of Sindbad, and 
the elusive beloved of classical Arabic poetic odes. The crumbling walls of the 
village bear evocative reminders of the past, including the phrase la ghaliba illa 
Allah (“God is the only winner”) inscribed on the walls.  (The phrase is taken from 
its mantra-like repetition thousands of times on the walls of the Alhambra in 
Granada.26)   More than merely a pious affirmation, the phrase acts as a meditation 
on history.   
9
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 Abd al-Salam encounters an orphaned boy named Husayn, who wants to 
know what he has come to teach.  Among other subjects, he explains, he will teach 
them history.  The boy seems puzzled by the standard scholastic idea of history, as 
the narrative of nation-states.   
--“(Do you mean the) history of the garden?”  
--“The garden?  No, history of the country!” 
---“History of our village?”   
--“No, of the entire country!” 
 
The boy Husayn is obsessed with learning what a garden is.  He has heard 
about them, but never seen one.  He asks an elderly villager “what’s a garden like?”  
All of this suggests that the garden is not a literal place, but an image of something 
that has been lost.  The desert acts not as a pathway but a prison, locking the people 
into dry ruins, in which memories alone sustain their vision of the world, and the 
meaning of their existence within it.  In quest of that vision, many of the village’s 
young men have left to become the “wanderers” (al-ha’imun) of the film’s title.  
They appear, phantom-like, throughout the movie, trudging in the distance against 
sand and wind, singing a mournful song.  Those who remain in the village are bitter 
about the “curse” that has caused their loved ones to depart forever.27   
The central mystery in Wanderers in the Desert is the nature of this curse.  
In his commentary, Khemir explains why the Arabic word ha’imun (wanderers) 
was chosen.  The root word, hiyam, has multiple shades of meaning.  On the one 
hand, it is one of the Arabic words for love.  It also refers to a sickness of 
10
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 disorientation that afflicts camels, causing them to leave the road.  These meanings 
intertwine to form the picture of someone madly in love, but lost, and unable to find 
a path back to the symbolic source of life:  the garden.28  Khemir states that this 
word in his film indicates the “lost generations” who are in love with the traces of 
“this culture, this civilization” 
They are in love with this impossible garden or this impossible road, 
which drives them mad…And condemns them to wandering.29  
 
Verses throughout the Qur’an suggest that the garden is a place of 
connection between God and creation, in which God’s unity is ecstatically 
discovered through the experience of diverse species.30  It is both the paradise of 
the next world and the ecological “signs of God” in this one, a unity-in-diversity 
reflected also in cultural connections between distant lands.  Thus, as Muslims 
remember the advice of the Prophet Muhammad to “seek knowledge even unto 
China”, the sea is connected with both the desert and the garden.  It is the pathway, 
symbolized in folklore by Sindbad’s sea-faring ship, whereon the traveler could 
depart from the familiar, find the other, and more importantly, find a connection to 
God in the other.  The inexplicable appearance of a sailboat in the middle of the 
desert is a key image31 of the film.  The name of its bewildered captain is revealed 
to be none other than “Sinbad”.  As retold toward the end of the film, the man had 
entrusted the villagers to care for his stranded vessel before he departed to find the 
sea. In his absence, and unable to find any treasure or practical use for the boat, 
11
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 they take it apart and divide it its components up among themselves.  Its 
transformative potential has been destroyed. 
The boy Husayn is focused on finding out “what a garden is”.  Husayn has 
only known the crumbling village, though it is permeated with memories of its lush 
past and connections to the larger world.  He and his friends try to “make a garden” 
by breaking all the mirrors in the village and assembling the shards in a geometric 
pattern, the mirrors symbolizing self-regard, as Khemir comments.  Similarly, 
surrealist writers evoked the sense of a lost paradise that could only be restored by 
derailing the realist norms of linear time that had accumulated into the collective 
mindset of the modern world.32 
Khemir is not describing any single literal moment in the past, but the 
nostalgic vision of a culture that nurtured varying perspectives of truth, just as 
diverse species are essential to a garden.  His film suggests that a life lived longing 
for the ecstatic experience of unity in diversity is one of wandering, of spontaneity.  
It is not one of seeking power.  As the story of Husayn Ibn Mansur Al-Hallaj (a 
controversial 9th Century sufi mystic executed for heresy after publicly proclaiming 
ana al-haq (“I am the Truth”).33 shows, one who is committed to this vision may 
face opposition.  This explains why, in the film, when a youth departs to become a 
wanderer, he leaves behind Hallaj’s verses painted on the wall under the cloth 
image of al-Buraq (the winged steed who conveyed the Prophet through the seven 
heavens in his Night Journey to the divine realm). 
12
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 The mystic Hallaj’s ecstatic love is identified with the garden. In a vision, 
Abd al-Salam encounters a strange old woman in a dream vision who leads him by 
the hand out of the village “to the garden of his beloved”.  Has he been spirited 
away by an illusion, or is he on the path of the mystics himself?  Later in the film, 
a preening, bad-tempered officer arrives at the village in Wanderers, to investigate 
the disappearance of the teacher.  He berates the villagers for being backward. 
Order, security...don't they mean anything to you?  What century do 
you live in?---[Ma ta'rafoush antum fi ayyi qarn ha'isheen—you 
have no clue what generation you live in—]...You're preaching 
anarchy!  
 
The officer becomes fed up with the villagers and demands gasoline in order 
to leave the area.  All the villagers can provide, however, is a pair of donkeys.  He 
and the village clerk ride them, trying to cross the dunes at night.  Their 
conversation ends the film. 
Officer:  These delinquents, these dogs!...Soon they'll have a taste of 
modern discipline.  I'll clean up this village.   
 
Clerk:  Be lenient, officer, with those who are wounded by their fate ( al-
zaman, “the times”)   
 
Officer:  What?  Think of it as setting an example.  Think of the state's 
authority!  
 
Clerk:  An example, in this ocean of sand?  Leave them to the pain of their 
endlessly wandering children...  
 
Officer:  I'm fed up with these riddles.   
 
Clerk:  Riddle...the only riddle is that of time.  (La lughza illa al-dahr, 
repeated 4 times). 
13
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 The tragedy of the wanderers is that they set out to find the garden, and have 
only succeeded in an endless walk through the desert, “this ocean of sand”—the 
absence of visionary, inclusive culture. 
 
Rasoulof’s Iron Island 
In this film, we again find ourselves in a village occupying a strange place:  a 
decaying oil tanker anchored offshore in the Persian Gulf.  The film was shot on 
location, immersing us in an unfamiliar but intensely “realistic” sense of place.  We 
see actors move and hear them speak within dim passageways, surrounded by rust, 
peeling paint, and the metallic scrapes and groans of the ship.  Yet the “impossible” 
intrudes as we also see donkeys tethered and gardens planted on the deck.  We hear 
chickens and the mooing of cows.  Impoverished families who have found a refuge 
on the wreck live under the watchful care of a patriarch named “Captain” Nemat. 
The “iron island” of the title of Rasoulof’s film is a once-powerful vessel 
that is never going anywhere again.  Built and used as a means of the global transfer 
of resources, it undoubtedly took much Middle Eastern oil to market in the 
developed world.  As a castaway of that world, it has become a temporary home, 
qua village, for the poorest of the poor.  Rather than a connecting medium full of 
endless pathways, the sea is another desert encasing them in remoteness.  As in 
Khemir’s film, the setting evokes a distant memory of unrestricted travel.  By 
14
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 comparison, the present is a prison of homogeneity and isolation.  Again, a “lost 
garden” image evokes a vision of a diverse world that for many has vanished. 
Yet village life goes on:  bread is baked, weddings and funerals are 
celebrated, families seek to preserve their honor through tight control of male-
female interactions, women wear hijab as well as mask-like face coverings referred 
to in the film as burqas.  They give birth to and raise children in the absence of their 
men, most of whom, evoking the wanderers in the other film, are economic 
migrants forced to seek work far away. 
 The ship’s scrap metal and dregs of an oil cargo still offer a meager financial 
resource.  Villagers queue up to pay for the privilege of borrowing a single cell 
phone, allowing brief, public conversations with relatives.  In one poignant scene, 
young men who have survived a harrowing swim to shore (each pushing a half-full 
oil drum for the market) return to the ship and furtively pay money to sit in a dark 
room in front of an old television set.  Drawing on a battered satellite dish and the 
intermittent electricity supplied by the ship’s generator, the TV catches some stray 
signals.  The youths sit solemnly as fragments of random broadcasts lurch onto the 
screen.  They watch intently as a few seconds from a German shopping network 
turn into garbled voices and colors from a children’s cartoon.  Their picture of the 
larger world is no more than the earth’s digital dust, yet they face it with rapt 
attention. 
15
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  Again as in Khemir’s film, a teacher on the ship struggles to teach the 
village children under surreal conditions.  A balding, middle aged man named 
Abdolkarim, he uses the steel wall of the compartment as a chalkboard and fills 
empty bullets casings with plaster in order to make his own chalk.  When the 
Captain arrives with the gift of a yellowed newspaper for teaching the kids to read, 
Abdolkarim objects that it is old.  (Captain Nemat replies with an expansive gesture, 
“What’s the difference?  Read it for fun.”)  Nevertheless, students respond eagerly 
to his lessons, in which he hides messages within obvious-sounding reading 
dictations.  Each of them can be seen to carry more than one level of meaning.  
“What do all animals need in order to breathe?  They need air.”   
The old newspapers carry talk of “the enemy”, likely a reference to Iran’s 
long war with Iraq in the 1980’s.  In one scene, Abdolkarim tries to update the 
students on what lies beyond these outdated fragments.  “The war has long ended”, 
he says.  A boy with missing fingers asks, “You mean there’ll be no more wars?”  
Abdolkarim replies, “Pay attention, students.  War isn’t a good thing.  May there 
never be another war anywhere in the world.”  At this point, a girl asks, “Uncle, 
where is the world?”  Dialogue in this scene reveals depths of disconnect resulting 
from cultural loss.  He replies, “Where we are now is part of the world.  So we’re 
in the world.”   
Pay attention, students.  We’re inside the ship, the ship is in the 
sea, the sea is in the world.  So we’re in the world.  Understand? 
 
16
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 The teacher Abdolkarim has proven with a simple device that the deck is 
getting closer to the water all the time:  the ship is slowly sinking.  Captain Nemat 
denies this, proudly chanting to the people under his care that the ship “stands like 
a rock”.  Abdolkarim knows the truth is subversive, so he slips hints into his 
seemingly pedantic dictation lessons.  He has the students write, “the ship sinks 
more in the sea every day.”  When he notices the Captain eavesdropping outside 
the classroom, he changes back to an approved message:  “life in the ship is 
beautiful”.  All this suggests the ship is an image of a “regime of truth”, to use 
Foucault’s term, held together by repeating a set of accepted propositions.   
An impoverished teenager named Ahmed works for the Captain, and is not-
so-secretly in love with an unnamed young woman on the ship.  His relationship 
with the girl infuriates his boss, who has arranged a lucrative marriage between her 
and an older stranger.  In the Captain’s rational world, a lover without money is just 
another “penniless punk”.  The film manifests the archetype of the lost or forbidden 
beloved, present in poetic tradition since pre-Islamic times34. 
  The lovers find discrete ways to pursue their chaste but dangerous 
relationship in the confines of the ship.  In one scene, they exchange gifts 
wordlessly at night by means of a string lowered between decks. Ahmed lets down 
his prized radio to the girl as it plays a love song, and she sends up her necklace, 
tugging the string when it is ready for him to pull up.  He takes off his shirt, ties it 
into a bundle and lowers it to her, whereupon she sends up her face mask, one of 
17
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 the “burqas” that women on the ship wear to hide their brows, cheeks, nose and 
upper lip.  He puts the mask to his own face and looks through the eyeholes, seeing 
the world from her perspective, then takes it off and kisses it.  The scene conveys a 
tenderness and intimacy that contrast with the film’s abundant evidence of women’s 
repression, accentuated by the girl’s namelessness, silence and invisibility behind 
her mask, and the mortal danger of an unmarried relationship.   
Nemat learns of this tryst and warns Ahmed that if he continues to show 
interest in the girl, “I’ll kill you and the seagulls will fly over your grave”.  The 
girl’s wedding to the stranger goes ahead as planned, and as men play music and 
dance, Ahmed can no longer bear to stay on the ship.  He gets on a launch and 
speeds away.  He is brought back the next day, hands and feet bound, and placed 
on the lift that is raised and lowered electronically between the water and the deck.  
Captain Nemat accuses him of stealing the boat and demands a confession and 
apology.  The boy remains silent, whereupon Nemat lowers the lift till the boy is 
under water.  In an excruciating scene of torture, the boy is repeatedly dunked and 
held under water.  When the teacher tries to intervene, Nemat exclaims,  “If I let 
him go there’ll be chaos on this ship.”  
Apparently, independent expressions of love threaten the system of power.  
Significantly a very similar refrain was heard from the vizier addressing the Caliph 
at the time of al-Hallaj:   
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 Prince of the True Believers, said the Vizier, if this man is left to 
live, he will corrupt the Law and make apostates of your subjects.  
That will be the end of your dynasty.35 
 
A young boy nicknamed “Baby Fish” spends his days in the bowels of the 
ship trying to net fish that have swum into cracks in the hull and cannot escape.  
Ahmed discovers him one day when he runs below to hide from the enraged father 
of his beloved.  He thinks the boy is simply trying to “catch fish”, but Baby Fish’s 
project is to carry the fish in a bucket up to the deck and release them back into the 
ocean.  His aim is to rescue the fish.   
An old man named Uncle Sadegh is also identified with a single, seemingly 
irrational activity:  staring continuously into the sun, protected by sunglasses.  His 
behavior is accepted into the fabric of village life aboard the ship, with no 
explanation.  Ahmed asks him, “What do you see in the sun, Old Man?”  His 
response implies a long-term search for something that must be seen for oneself 
and is impossible to explain in words.  “I’ve been looking for years in vain, and you 
want to see something in five minutes!”  Uncle Sadegh’s sun-gazing seems to be 
an allusion to the visionary methods of some noted Sufis in Islamic history.36   
Things go from bad to worse for the villagers, but Captain Nemat hustles 
them along as if it is all according to plan.  And in fact it may all be according to 
his plan, for he has orchestrated a heightened effort to dismantle the ship and sell 
its remaining oil before everyone is evicted from it.  He arranges for everyone 
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 aboard to give him power of attorney, so he can use their “earnings” to buy a plot 
of land in which to collectively resettle.    
Everyone leaves the ship.  The entire village makes a devotional visit to a 
saint’s shrine on their way to these promised “lands”.  Ahmed, after his water 
torture, is unconscious and carried on a blanket.  He is brought to the shrine where 
he lies in the sacred enclosure.  The villagers say prayers for him and touch the 
tomb of the saint, then leave Ahmed sleeping there as they head to the “lands”.   
The last two to leave the ship are Captain Nemat and Baby Fish, who Nemat 
is surprised to find carrying up a bucket of rescued fish from the hold.  Nemat 
speaks in a gentle but condescending tone as he dumps the fish back down into the 
hold.  “Poor fish!  We will come back when they are bigger and eat them!”  He 
expresses the adult rationality/realism of which he is master, yet, as with all his 
other actions in the film, it does nothing to veil his apparently cannibalistic attitude.  
The boy runs away from Nemat, like an escaping fish himself, when they arrive on 
the beach.  Nemat curses him, abandoning him in his rush to join the villagers.  He 
comes to where they sit and wait helplessly in a desolate patch of desert, while 
Uncle Sadegh stands as usual staring at the setting sun.  Gesturing with jovial pride, 
Nemat describes the improbable features of the future village, including a school 
“for our dear teacher” and a playground.   
In the very last moments of the film, three threads come together in three 
short scenes in quick succession.  Ahmed’s unnamed beloved, whose wedding to 
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 Nemat’s “dependable” stranger he could not endure, has arrived late to the shrine 
and enters the building that her driver believes is empty.  Lying on the floor, Ahmed 
seems to regain consciousness, opening his eyes and closing them again just as the 
young woman enters.  Not only are the lovers finally alone together, they have been 
reunited in a space made sacred by the presence of a saint.  At the same moment, 
the camera cuts to Uncle Sadegh, staring into the sun, who begins to smile and utter 
sounds of wonder, as if his long-hoped for vision has begun.  Finally, the camera 
returns to Baby Fish alone on the beach at sunset.  
He picks up a small fish from a shallow tide-pool on the shore, and returns 
it into the sea.  He turns as if to walk back toward land, then suddenly pivots.  Up 
to the very last frame, he plunges in slow motion into the sea.  The one who wants 
to help other beings escape, escapes into the sea himself, where he is free, though 
his survival is far from guaranteed. 
 
Conclusion 
In his director’s commentary, Nacer Khemir expresses his view that modern views 
of time and progress have eroded the cultural fabric of his society.  Teachers within 
this rational model 
enabled a rupture between generations, and, in fact, an 
anthropological death.  The children might find it easier to inhabit 
today’s world, but they carry a death of emotions that is very 
difficult to fill in, difficult to heal.  …  We are no longer a society 
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 with a 1500 year old past.  Societies with depth and history.  But 
societies which are in fact only 50 years old.   
 
Khemir suggests a complex combination of events and ideologies has 
intervened to break connections with the past.  The past becomes an empty 
wasteland, no longer a garden or a pathway to larger perspectives nourished by 
interaction with others. 
I would argue that the films are not ultimately pessimistic.  Hope is not 
directly indicated through any outward resolution or the victory of a protagonist.37  
However, each film features dream-like melting points that hint at unforeseen 
possibilities, because the imagination has been opened up.  These stories of 
seemingly helpless people represent the power of the imagination to reconnect us 
with diverse other beings, with the power to love and to help, and with the mysteries 
of creation. 
These films create a picture of the real and then break it.  This apophatic, 
surrealist strategy contrasts with history as “objective” narrative, which involves 
the construction of the image but not its breaking.  The resulting realist illusion is 
touted as a mirror in which truth can be directly seen.  The breaking of the mirror, 
like the crushing of the grape, is an image of ecstasy.  The audience is challenged 
to withstand the shattering of the image, and stay alert and present through the 
aesthetic atmosphere of the film, in the hope of a spontaneous realization. 
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 If we stop insisting that time is straightforward, linear and homogenous, we 
might be released from other illusions as well.  The world presented by history may 
not be complete illusion, but neither is it an objective mirror of truth.  It can now 
return to what it more properly is:  a play of shadows and light, like film itself.  If 
we observe our narratives of historical progress as if projected on a screen, then 
time itself can be freed from its subjection to these narratives.38  This resonates with 
core Islamicate view of time as the waqt—the “moment”—untethered to cause-
and-effect, simultaneously revealing the spectrum of all God’s attributes. 
Cinema is one avenue in which Islamicate culture has not only survived but 
grown and developed and communicated with others, both beyond and within itself.  
The films described above have subverted the “realist illusion” and broken the 
“unconditional identification of the audience with the narration”.  In this process, 
the Sufi, surreal and otherwise fantastic elements in these films play an extremely 
important role.  Such playful forms of intellect were the first things rejected by the 
secular post-colonial regimes as well by puritanical movements attempting to lay 
claim to global “Islamic” leadership.  They preserve ludic dimensions of knowledge 
and understanding. 
To enter the world of the story—the poem, the film, the puppet show, the 
dream—is dangerous, as it can take you away down the rabbit hole into itself.  How 
much more dangerous is the dream of “history”, when it is not understood as a 
dream?   
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 These films, far from being simplifications of history, “are” history, and 
more importantly, nourish an indigenous culture of history.  What remains of 
prophetic vision in a society that is being drained of its traditions?  That is, one 
pressured toward standardization from all directions, whether by takfiris, jihadis, 
imperialism, global consumerism, patriarchs, despots, preachers of regurgitated 
theologies or economic models, or bigots, internal or external?   
Answers to this question, and to the deeper question “what is Islam?” are 
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